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Abstract
Background: In fast-growing bacteria, the genomic location of ribosomal protein (RP) genes is biased towards
the replication origin (oriC). This trait allows optimizing their expression during exponential phase since oriC
neighboring regions are in higher dose due to multifork replication. Relocation of s10-spc-α locus (S10), which
codes for most of the RP, to ectopic genomic positions shows that its relative distance to the oriC correlates to a
reduction on its dosage, its expression, and bacterial growth rate. However, a mechanism linking S10 dosage to cell
physiology has still not been determined.
Results: We hypothesized that S10 dosage perturbations impact protein synthesis capacity. Strikingly, we observed
that in Vibrio cholerae, protein production capacity was independent of S10 position. Deep sequencing revealed
that S10 relocation altered chromosomal replication dynamics and genome-wide transcription. Such changes
increased as a function of oriC-S10 distance. Since RP constitutes a large proportion of cell mass, lower S10 dosage
could lead to changes in macromolecular crowding, impacting cell physiology. Accordingly, cytoplasm fluidity was
higher in mutants where S10 is most distant from oriC. In hyperosmotic conditions, when crowding differences are
minimized, the growth rate and replication dynamics were highly alleviated in these strains.
Conclusions: The genomic location of RP genes ensures its optimal dosage. However, besides of its essential
function in translation, their genomic position sustains an optimal macromolecular crowding essential for
maximizing growth. Hence, this could be another mechanism coordinating DNA replication to bacterial growth.
Keywords: Ribosomal proteins, Macromolecular crowding, Growth rate, Vibrio cholerae, Bacterial chromosome,
Bacterial physiology, Synthetic biology
Background
Replication, gene expression, and segregation are tightly
coordinated with the cell cycle to preserve cellular
homeostasis [1, 2]. Genome structure may contribute to
integrate these many simultaneous processes occurring
on the same template. Their relative simplicity and the
increasing amount of available data render bacterial ge-
nomes ideal models to study this subject [3–6]. Bacterial
chromosomes are highly variable in their gene content,
but highly conserved in terms of the order of core genes
in the chromosomes. Replication begins at a sole replica-
tion origin (oriC), proceeding bidirectionally along two
equally sized replichores until the terminal region (ter).
This organizes the genome along an ori-ter axis that
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interplays with cell physiology (Fig. 1a) [4, 5, 7]. For in-
stance, essential genes are overrepresented in the repli-
cative leading strand to avoid head-on collisions
between the replication and transcription machineries
[8]. Large inversions occur preferentially symmetrically
with respect to the ori-ter axis to avoid the emergence of
replichore size imbalance [9, 10]. Recent studies indicate
that gene order within the chromosome may play a rele-
vant role in harmonizing the genome structure with cell
physiology. Remarkably, key genes coding for nucleoid-
associated proteins, RNA polymerase modulators, topoi-
somerases, and energy production are arranged along
the ori-ter axis following the temporal order of their ex-
pression during growth phases [11, 12]. In addition, re-
cent studies have showcased an increasing number of
traits whose expression is influenced by the genomic
position of its encoding genes [13–18]. Notable exam-
ples are genes encoding the flux of the genetic informa-
tion. In fast-growing bacteria, the genes coding for
transcription and translation machineries locate near the
oriC [19, 20]. These microorganisms divide faster than
the time required for genome duplication. Consequently,
chromosomes trigger replication more than once before
cytokinesis, overlapping successive DNA duplication
rounds, a phenomenon called multifork replication
(Fig. 1a). This leads to replication-associated gene dosage
gradients along the ori-ter axis during exponential
growth (Fig. 1a) [14]. Therefore, it was proposed that the
oriC-proximal location of ribosomal and transcription
genes allows the recruitment of multifork replication for
growth optimization purposes [5, 19, 20]. Thus, the dos-
age and expression of the aforementioned genes peak
during exponential growth phase (Fig. 1a, right) when
the transcriptional activity and ribosome numbers in-
crease by 10- and 15-fold, respectively [21].
In previous works [22, 23], we tackled this issue in
Vibrio cholerae, the causative agent of cholera disease.
This bacterium harbors a main chromosome (Chr1) of
Fig. 1 S10 location impacts cell physiology. a General bacterial genome structure: the oriC (red dot) determines two symmetric replichores along
the ori-ter axis (left panel). When bacteria grow slowly, genes have 1 to 2 copies (center). During exponential growth, fast growers overlap
replication rounds increasing the dosage of oriC-neighboring regions (right panel). The approximate position of the S10 locus is shown by an
arrow. b The maximum growth rate (μ) and the relative S10 dosage and expression with respect to the parental strain plotted as a function of
S10 position along the ori-ter axis within V. cholerae genome. c Genome structure of the parental, the movant, and the merodiploid strains
employed in this study. The orange arrow represents S10 displaying its genomic position and ploidy. The dashed line represents the S10 location
in the parental strain. Chromosomes are drawn according to their replication timing
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2.96 Mbp and a 1.07-Mbp secondary replicon (Chr2).
Their replication is coordinated since the oriC of Chr2
(ori2) fires after 2/3 of Chr1 duplication has elapsed, fin-
ishing the process synchronously [24, 25]. V. cholerae is
among the fastest-growing bacteria displaying particu-
larly high replication-associated gene dosage effects [19].
Its transcription and translation genes map close to the
oriC of Chr1 (ori1) [22]. Among them, s10-spc-α (S10) is
a 13.4-Kbp locus harboring half of the ribosomal protein
genes (RP) located 0.19 Mbp away from ori1 [22]. Using
recombineering techniques, we built a set of S10
movants (i.e., isogenic strains where the genomic pos-
ition of S10 locus is modified) to uncover interplays be-
tween the chromosomal position of the locus and cell
physiology. We found that its growth rate decreased as a
function of the distance between S10 and ori1 (Fig. 1b,
c). Also, S10 genomic location impacted on V. cholerae
fitness and infectivity [22, 23]. As predicted by bioinfor-
matics [19, 20], we showed that oriC proximity of S10
provides optimal dosage to attain the maximal growth
capacity [22]. But we also found that S10 position im-
pacts bacterial fitness in the absence of multifork repli-
cation suggesting that the RP gene location affects cell
physiology even in slow-growing bacteria [23]. In sum,
our previous work and the cited examples [14] support
the notion that gene order conditions cell physiology,
shaping genome structure along the evolution.
Although we proved that the current S10 genomic lo-
cation maximizes V. cholerae fitness [22, 23], we still
lack a mechanism explaining this phenomenon. Here,
we addressed this issue through the most straightfor-
ward hypothesis that is S10 relocation far away from
ori1 diminishes ribosome component availability. This,
in turn, should reduce ribosomal activity, impacting cell
physiology globally through the general impairment of
protein synthesis. In this work, we quantified the global
protein production in the parental strain and in the most
affected derivatives (Fig. 1b, c). Surprisingly, we found
no differences in global protein production. RNA and
DNA deep sequencing revealed genome-wide alterations
in gene transcription and replication dynamics suggest-
ing the existence of global mechanisms linking S10 dos-
age to cell physiology not linked to protein biosynthesis
capacity.
The intracellular milieu has a very high concentration
of macromolecules that reaches 400mg/mL in Escheri-
chia coli. Consequently, the cytoplasm does not behave
as an ideal solution since this large quantity of macro-
molecules occupies 20–30% of its volume, which is phys-
ically unavailable to other molecules. Such steric
exclusion creates considerable energetic consequences,
deeply impacting intracellular biochemical reactions.
This phenomenon, referred to as macromolecular
crowding [26, 27], has received little attention in in vivo
systems [28, 29]. Protein accounts for ~ 55% of the bac-
terial cell mass [21, 26], with RP representing one third
of them [30]. We hypothesized that S10 expression re-
duction would lead to lower macromolecular crowding
within the bacterial cytoplasm, globally affecting cell
physiology [26, 28, 29]. Here, we gathered evidence sup-
porting the idea that S10 relocation mainly impacts cel-
lular physiology of V. cholerae by altering cytoplasm
homeocrowding (i.e., macromolecular crowding homeo-
stasis) [26].
Results
S10 relocation does not cause ribosomal activity
reduction in normally growing cells
S10 relocation impacts cell physiology in a dosage-
dependent manner [22, 23]. However, how S10 dosage
reduction affects cell physiology is still unknown. The
most straightforward explanation is that a reduction of
RP levels upon S10 locus relocation affects ribosome
biogenesis leading to a reduction in protein synthesis.
To inquire if S10 relocation impairs protein production,
we created strains expressing GFP under a strong consti-
tutive promoter into an innocuous intergenic space
(Additional File 1: Table S1). The direct quantification
of fluorescence allows for estimation of protein produc-
tion capacity in each strain [31]. First, we followed in
time the optical density (OD) and the fluorescence signal
of these derivatives. We estimated translation capacity
by plotting fluorescence as a function of OD (Fig. 2a).
Fluorescence increased exponentially as the OD incre-
mented (R2 > 0.99, Additional File 1: Table S2). Although
the curves differed slightly between strains, there was no
significant correlation between S10 genomic position
and GFP production (Pearson’s test, r = 0.1, p = 0.86).
We next subjected cultures of these strains to flow cy-
tometry during early exponential phase, when S10 dos-
age differences among the movants are maximal. This
method allows to simultaneously observe the average
GFP production per cell with higher sensitivity and the
distribution of fluorescence among the cells in the popu-
lations (Fig. 2b). All tested strains showed similar signal
levels and the same distribution pattern. In sum, we
found no link between GFP production and S10 gen-
omic location.
To confirm that these results were not due to lack of
sensitivity, we used the Renilla luciferase (RL) as a re-
porter of protein synthesis capacity. RL detection shows
higher sensitivity than GFP due to lower background,
higher signal amplification, and a larger dynamic range,
making it suitable to reveal more subtle differences
otherwise impossible to differentiate [32]. We built S10
movant strains constitutively expressing RL at high
levels (Additional File 1: Table S1). Again, no differences
in the luciferase activity arose between the parental
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strain, S10Tnp-35, S10Tnp-1120, and S10TnpC2+479
(Fig. 2c), suggesting similar translation capacity.
It was recently reported that reduction in the number
of ribosomes increases the sensitivity to ribosome-
targeted antibiotics [33]. Hence, we measured the
minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of chloram-
phenicol (Cm), gentamicin (Gm), and erythromycin (Er)
in the parental and movant strains (Fig. 2d). All the
tested mutants derive from a V. cholerae isolate sensitive
to Er and harboring Gm resistance gene
Fig. 2 S10 genomic location does not impact ribosome function in normally growing cells. a The GFP expression and OD600nm of the indicated
gfpmut3+ strains were measured along time. The fluorescence mean (± SD) was plotted as a function of the mean (± SD) OD600nm. Figure shows
a representative of 3 independent experiments with 4 biological replicates. The parental gfpmut3− strain is an autoflourescence/light dispersion
control. b The indicated gfpmut3+ strains in early exponential phase were analyzed by FC. Left panel shows the fluorescence signal frequency
distribution of the indicated V. cholerae strains. A gfpmut3− strain was added as negative control. Right panel shows the fluorescence intensity
with the 95% confidence interval (CI). Points represent individual biological replicates obtained along at least 2 independent experiments. c
Parental and movant strains bearing RLU in the chromosome (Table S1) were grown until early exponential phase. Then, RL activity, represented
as RL units (RLU), was measured in three independent biological replicates for each strain. d Parental and derivative strains present similar
resistance levels to ribosome-targeted antibiotics. On the right panel, chromosomes are represented as in the previous figure. The encoded
antibiotic resistance markers are depicted as boxes: Gm in violet and Cm in green. Their approximate genomic location is shown in each strain.
On the right, the MIC (μg/mL) for Cm, Gm, and Er for each depicted strain is shown. e Ribosome profiles for the indicated strains as obtained by
AUC. Pie charts quantify polysome, 70s, 50s, and 30 s fractions for the indicated strains
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(Additional File 1: Table S1). Strains that only differed in
the genomic location of S10 had their growth inhibited
at the same Er and Gm concentrations (Fig. 2d) suggest-
ing no differences in ribosomal numbers. In parallel, the
parental, S10Tnp-1120, and S10Md(-1120;C2+479)
strains harbor the Cm resistance gene (cat) linked to the
S10 locus; therefore, the location of the resistance gene
differed among them (Fig. 2d). Cm resistance was higher
in the parental strain when cat is closer to the ori1 and
lower in S10Tnp-1120 and S10Md(-1120;C2+479) when
the resistance marker is nearby the ter1 region. Hence,
as in other genetic systems [34], Cm sensitivity varied
according to cat genomic location independently of S10
copy number (compare S10Tnp-1120 to S10Md(-1120;
C2+479)). Therefore, even though this assay is sensitive
enough to capture the effects caused by differences in
cat genomic location, it showed no antibiotic susceptibil-
ity differences related to S10 genomic location. The lack
of effects of S10 relocation on MIC when using any of
the three different ribosome-targeting antibiotics, pos-
sessing different tolerance levels, suggests that the num-
ber of ribosomes is not affected by the genomic location
of S10.
S10 genomic location causes changes in maximum GFP
synthesis capacity
Since we did not detect differences in the ribosomal ac-
tivity with previous approaches, we measured GFP pro-
duction at the single cell level using fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). In this assay, the
full area of individual cells expressing GFP was photo-
bleached and followed over time for at least 5 min. Then,
we quantified the percentage of fluorescence recovery.
This allows comparing the maximum capacity of protein
synthesis between strains. In the parental strain, ~ 95%
of the cells displayed a recovery of at least 20% (mean =
53.8%, n = 108) of the initial signal after 3 min, to reach
a plateau until the end of the observation (Add-
itional File 1: Fig. S1a). The addition of Cm up to the
MIC significantly inhibited the fluorescence increase
(mean = 15.8%, n = 21, p < 0.0001), suggesting that signal
recovery corresponds to GFP re-synthesis. Meanwhile,
we observed a significantly lower average recovery in the
most physiologically affected movants S10Tnp-1120
(20.1%, n = 42, p < 0.0001) and S10TnpC2+479 (25.8%,
n = 82, p < 0.0001) (Additional File 1: Fig. S1b), suggest-
ing that they produced less GFP. Therefore, the parental
strain displayed a higher maximum protein synthesis
capacity than the most affected S10 movants.
S10 relocation alters the ribosomal sedimentation profile
Reduction in RP expression can lead to problems in
ribosome assembly due to modifications in the stoichi-
ometry of its components. To detect alterations in
ribosome assembly, reflected in changes in ribosomal
subunits composition, we performed ribosome prepara-
tions followed by analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) in
the parental and the physiologically impaired
S10TnpC2+479 strain. We also analyzed a merodiploid
strain where most of the growth deficiency is rescued
but still displays a reduced growth (S10Md(-1120;
C2+479)) [22]. We expected that growth impairment
would correlate with a reduction in the proportion of as-
sembled ribosomes (i.e., the 70s peak), when compared
to free ribosomal subunits (30s and 50s peaks). Figure 2e
shows that parental strain displayed a 53.97% of the sig-
nal in the peak corresponding to the 70s while 50s and
30s peaks represented 19.4 and 20.8%, respectively. In
the S10TnpC2+479 movant, we observed an increase in
the 70s proportion to the 75.85% of the signal while the
free ribosomal subunits lowered to 5.5% and 14.8% of
the signal for 50 and 30s subunits, respectively. In the
S10Md(-1120;C2+479) strain, showing an intermediate
growth phenotype, 70s, 50s, and 30s represented 71%,
8.3%, and 15.8% of the signal, respectively. Our data
shows that a reduction in S10 expression led to an in-
crease of the proportion of assembled ribosomes and a
reduction of free ribosomal subunits. Therefore, movant
strains might compensate lower S10 expression engaging
more free ribosomal subunits into translation. This
could explain the relatively low impact of S10 relocation
on translation capacity.
Dosage reduction of S10 non-ribosomal genes does not
impact cell physiology
Since reduction of protein biosynthesis upon S10 reloca-
tion was mild, we reasoned that it cannot explain the
drastic changes observed in fitness and growth rate (μ).
Meanwhile, S10 harbors genes not related to ribosome
biogenesis: rpoA, encoding for the α-subunit of RNA
polymerase, and secY, which codes part of the Sec trans-
locon [35], essential for protein export. We wondered
whether dosage reduction of rpoA and/or secY could
contribute to the phenotype caused by S10 relocation by
provoking a reduction of the transcription rate and/or
by hampering the normal protein export process. To test
this, we cloned rpoA and secY on a low copy number
plasmid with inducible expression. The parental strain
(Additional File 1: Table S1, Parental) and the two most
affected movants, S10Tnp-1120 and S10TnpC2+479,
were transformed with either of these plasmids or the
empty vector. Next, the μ of the transformed strains was
determined through automated growth curves. If lower
RNAP and/or translocon activity was involved in the ob-
served phenotypes, growth rate differences between the
parental and movant strains should lessen or disappear
upon rpoA and secY overexpression. Results on Add-
itional File 1: Fig. S2 show that the growth rate was
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significantly lower in the movants compared to the par-
ental strain independently of the genes expressed on the
plasmid carried. Since the plasmids expressing rpoA or
secY did not rescue the growth defect, the impact of S10
relocation on cell physiology results from dosage reduc-
tion of RP genes within the locus.
Transcriptome analysis of the movant strain set
The physiological effects of S10 relocation are due to
dosage reduction of RP genes. Changes in translation
were not enough to explain the observed physiological
effects. Hence, we reasoned that alternative mechanisms
must be involved. To detect genes whose transcription
was affected by S10 relocation and search for metabolic
pathways responding to RP dosage alterations, we char-
acterized the full transcriptome of the following:
S10Tnp-35, the movant in which S10 was slightly moved
presenting no phenotype, and the physiologically im-
paired strains S10Tnp-510, S10Tnp-1120, and
S10TnpC2+479 (Fig. 1b). We collected the samples in
fast-growing conditions during exponential phase ensur-
ing maximal S10 dosage differences, and then, we com-
pared each movant’s transcriptome to the one of the
parental strain.
We first looked at the read coverage along the chro-
mosomes, a parameter accounting for the genome-wide
transcriptional activity. Surprisingly, we observed that
the transcription of the ori1 region slightly decreased as
a function of the distance between S10 and ori1 (Fig. 3a
and Additional file 1 Fig. S3 and Table S3).
Replication dynamics are altered in the most affected
movants
Given that a specific mechanism regulating the expres-
sion of such a wide genomic region seems unlikely, we
wondered if the change in the expression of ori1 region
was linked to changes in global replication pattern. To
assess this, we studied the replication dynamics of the
Fig. 3 Genome-wide transcription and replication activity along the genome. a Transcriptional activity across Chr1. RNA-seq reads were mapped
along the Chr1 of V. cholerae. The histograms represent mapped read normalized to the genome-wide total volume along both replichores in
ter1-ori1-ter1 order. Normalized expression values (NEV) are shown along the distance from ori1 in megabase pair which is shown on top. Each
graph represents one strain: parental (purple), S10Tnp-510 (green), and S10TnpC2+479 (blue). The plots of the whole strain set are in Fig. S4. The
400-Kbp flanking ori1 are highlighted in orange. The arrow indicates the peak corresponding to the S10 locus. b MFA profiles are obtained by
plotting the Log2 frequency of reads (normalized against reads from a stationary phase of a parental strain control) at each position in the
genome as a function of the relative position on the V. cholerae main chromosome with respect to ori1 (to reflect the bidirectional DNA
replication) using 1000-bp windows. Results for the parental (purple), the S10Tnp+166 (black), the S10Tnp-510 (green), and the S10TnpC2+479
(blue) movants show their differences in read coverage. The arrow highlights the S10 position in the abscissa, reflecting dosage alterations. c S10
relocation effect on replication dynamics was quantified by averaging the obtained slope for each replichore for at least 4 independent MFA
experiments in fast-growing conditions. Results are expressed as the mean slope with 95% CI. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way
ANOVA two-tailed test. Then, Tukey’s test was done to compare the mean values obtained for each strain. Statistically different slopes are
indicated as follows: **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001
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genome of the whole strain set using marker frequency
analysis (MFA) in fast-growing conditions. For this, we
aligned genomic DNA reads from exponentially growing
cells of each strain to the V. cholerae genome. For each
replicon, there is a linear relationship between the Log2
number of reads covering the locus and its genomic pos-
ition between the oriC and the ter [36] (Fig. 3b). This al-
lows for robust quantification of replication dynamics
across the bacterial genome with unprecedented reso-
lution of replication fork speed and the ori and ter re-
gion locations [25, 36–38]. To better quantify these
differences, we calculated the average slope (Log2(fre-
quency)/Kbp) along both replichores, which estimates
the replication speed for each strain (Fig. 3c). MFA ana-
lysis revealed significant differences in replication dy-
namics across the strain set. The parental strain, the
S10Tnp+166, and the S10Tnp-35 displayed a similar
slope (Additional file 1: Table S4). Conversely, the most
affected movants, S10Tnp-1120 and S10TnpC2+479,
where S10 was relocated at the termini of Chr1 and
Chr2, showed a significantly lower slope (p < 0.01, Fig. 3b,
c and Table S4). S10Tnp-510 and S10TnpC2+37 dis-
played an intermediate value not significantly different
from either group. Coincidentally, the calculated slope
closely correlated to the S10 locus genomic position (r =
− 0.78, p < 0.05), its dosage (r = 0.8, p < 0.05), the ori1/
ter1 ratio (r = 0.91, p < 0.005), and μ (r = 0.9, p < 0.01)
(Additional file 1: Fig. S5). This suggests that the gen-
omic location of S10 impacts DNA replication activity,
slowing down replication when S10 is far from ori1.
These data (Fig. 3b, c and Additional file 1: Table S4) in-
dicate that DNA coverage decreases at the ori1 region
with increasing ori1-S10 distance matching the changes
in transcriptional coverage observed in RNA-seq data.
Differentially expressed genes upon S10 relocation
We next analyzed the transcriptomic data to find which
genes and pathways differentially transcribed with re-
spect to the parental strain in S10Tnp-35 and in the af-
fected movants S10Tnp-510, S10Tnp-1120, and
S10TnpC2+479 (Fig. 1b, c).
Using volcano plots, we analyzed the statistical signifi-
cance of the changes in transcription of each gene (−
Log10(p value)) as a function of its transcriptional Log2 of
fold change (Log2 (FC)) compared to the parental strain.
We observed more transcriptionally altered genes with
higher distances between the S10 locus and ori1 (Fig. 4a).
S10Tnp-35, a strain presenting no phenotype used as a
control of the neutrality of the relocation process, dis-
played only 8 genes with significant (p < 0.05) transcrip-
tional change (Table 1, Additional file 2: Dataset S1).
S10Tnp-510, displaying a ~ 7% growth rate reduction
Fig. 4 S10 relocation impacts gene expression genome-wide in a distance-dependent manner. a Volcano plot displaying differentially expressed
genes in S10Tnp-35 (brown), S10Tnp-510 (green), S10Tnp-1120 (red), and S10TnpC2+479 (blue). Horizontal dotted line shows p = 0.05. b The
number of coding sequences (CDS) as a function of Log2(FC) of strains S10Tnp-35 (turquoise), S10Tnp-510 (green), S10Tnp-1120 (red), and
S10TnpC2+479 (blue). c Venn diagram displaying shared genes between S10Tnp-510 (green), S10Tnp-1120 (red), and S10TnpC2+479 (blue). d
Expression correlation between movant strains. Dots correspond to individual CDS. The Log2(FC) of each gene in S10Tnp-510 (green) or S10Tnp-
1120 (red) was plotted as a function of Log2(FC) in S10TnpC2+479
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(Fig. 1c), showed 111 genes with significantly altered tran-
scription (Table 1, Fig. 4a, Additional file 2: Data Set S1).
Finally, the most affected movants, S10Tnp-1120 and
S10TnpC2+479, displayed a transcriptional change in 664
and 742 genes. This represents 17.95% and 20.06% of their
full gene repertoire. Most of altered genes in the movants
were upregulated (Fig. 4b and Table 1). These transcrip-
tional perturbations were relatively small in magnitude
since only a 26%, a 10.8%, and a 14.15% of altered genes
presented alterations greater than 2-fold in S10Tnp-510,
S10Tnp-1120, and S10TnpC2+479, respectively. Mean-
while, upregulated genes showed 2.8-fold, 1.6-fold, and
1.7-fold average increases, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 4b,
and Additional file 2: Data Set S1). In the three movants,
the downregulated genes displayed a smaller perturbation
of ~ 0.7-fold (Table 1).
The differentially expressed gene profile is similar in
S10Tnp-510, S10Tnp-1120, and S10TnpC2+479
movants since a large fraction of transcriptionally altered
genes in a movant were also regulated in either of the
other two movants (Fig. 4c, Additional file 1: Table S5).
Shared genes showed similar levels of transcriptional
change across the movants (Fig. 4d and Additional file 1:
Table S5). For example, the degree of change in altered
genes of S10Tnp-510 and S10Tnp-1120 was highly cor-
related (r = 0.927, p < 10−24). The differentially expressed
genes were not confined to specific chromosome regions
nor associated to a specific replicon: S10 relocation pro-
duced homogeneously distributed changes in V. cholerae
gene transcription (Additional file 1: Fig. S6).
To identify the functions or metabolic pathways al-
tered by S10 relocation, we classified V. cholerae genes
in 25 functional categories using the eggNOG database
v.4.0 [39] (Additional file 1: Supp. Text). We then identi-
fied the categories with over- or under-representation of
genes with altered transcription levels in S10Tnp-510,
S10Tnp-1120, and S10TnpC2+479 with respect to the
full repertoire of V. cholerae genome (Additional file 1:
Table S6, Fig. S7; Additional file 2: Data Sets 2 and 3).
Genes from the category “Translation, ribosomal struc-
ture, and biogenesis” (J) were not significantly altered,
which is consistent with the results above showing that
S10 relocation did not alter the translation capacity (Fig. 2).
The category “Amino acid transport and metabolism” (E)
was statistically altered in all three movants. The category
“Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaper-
ones” (O) was the most affected category in S10Tnp-1120
and S10TnpC2+479, since about 65% of its genes showed
higher transcription in the movants (Additional file 1:
Table S6, Additional file 2: Data Set S3). The list of upreg-
ulated genes within this category was dominated by chap-
erones and heat-shock proteins. Strikingly, the highest
transcriptional changes occurred in the main pathway for
cytosolic protein folding [40]: grpE (VC0854), dnaKJ
(VC0855-6), and both copies of the groEL-groES system
(VC2664-5 and VCA0819-20). Many transcriptionally al-
tered genes were involved in protein export and ion trans-
port, belonging to several significantly perturbed
categories (Table 1 and Additional file 2: Data Set S3).
Based on the analysis of functional categories, we observed
that V. cholerae responds to S10 relocation by altering
amino acid synthesis pathways, by increasing the tran-
scription of chaperones and proteases probably to degrade
misfolded proteins, and by activating the expression of
transporters and permeases.
Cytoplasm is more fluid in the most affected movants
During exponential growth, ribosomes account for up to
30% of bacterial dry weight [41]. S10 encodes half of the
ribosomal proteins, very highly expressed constituting
more than a third of total E. coli proteins [30]. There-
fore, it is likely that a reduction in S10 expression results
in macromolecular crowding alterations as observed in
other systems [42, 43]. Macromolecular crowding is cru-
cially important in biochemical reactions; however, how
it impacts cellular physiology remains mostly unexplored
[26–28]. It is well documented that it influences protein
folding and aggregation and perturbs protein-nucleic
acid interactions [44]. On the other hand, DNA replica-
tion has an absolute dependence on macromolecular
crowding [43, 45]. Therefore, the reduction in replica-
tion fork dynamics (Fig. 3b, c) and the alteration of
Table 1 Quantitative and qualitative expression changes in the movant strains
-35 -510 -1120 C2+479
Number of upregulated genes 2 (1) 62 (37) 361 (64) 439 (88)
Mean upregulationa n/d 1.5 ± 0.97 0.67 ± 0.41 0.78 ± 0.56
Number of downregulated genes 6 (4) 49 (2) 301 (9) 303 (17)
Mean downregulationa n/d − 0.5 ± 0.24 − 0.49 ± 0.26 − 0.52 ± 0.29
Total number of altered genes 8 111 (39) 662 (72) 742 (105)
Altered functions – E, P, V E, O, R, V, N E, O, R, V, N, F, P, U
The number of differentially expressed genes (p < 0.05) compared to parental strain in fast-growing conditions. The number in parenthesis represents genes
whose expression varies more than 2-fold. The magnitude of expression change is quantified as the average of the Log2(FC) ± standard deviation
aAverage of the Log2(FC) ± standard deviation. n/d not determined
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genes linked to protein folding, protein degradation, per-
meases, and transport systems (Table 1 and Add-
itional file 2: Data Set S3) observed upon S10 relocation
can be interpreted in light of changes in macromolecular
crowding caused by a lower RP concentration.
To test this hypothesis, we measured the viscosity of the
cytoplasm in the parental strain and in the most affected
movants, S10Tnp-1120 and S10TnpC2+479. We expected
a more viscous cytoplasm in the parental strain since it ex-
presses S10 genes at higher levels generating a greater
concentration of RPs than the movant strains. Differences
in cytoplasm viscosity can be uncovered by FRAP experi-
ments on GFP expressing strains. For this, the fluores-
cence recovery time is measured after bleaching a part of
the bacterial cytoplasm [46, 47]. Since the small size and
the comma shape of V. cholerae complicate the procedure,
we generated elongated cells by deleting the Chr2
replication-triggering site (crtS) [25] in cells expressing
GFP (Additional file 1: Table S1). These mutants present a
defective replication of the secondary chromosome.
Therefore, S10TnpC2+479 should have even less copies of
S10 per cell and, concomitantly, display higher cytoplas-
mic fluidity than S10Tnp-1120. The elongated phenotype
allows photobleaching part of the cytoplasm.
In the ΔcrtS context, the parental strain displayed a
significantly longer half-time recovery of fluorescence (τ)
than the movants (Fig. 5a, Additional file 1: Supp. Text).
The collected data showed a high dispersion due to bio-
logical variability; however, τ distribution was different
in the movants when compared to the parental strain
(Fig. 5b) which displayed a τ of 139.7 ms (95% confi-
dence interval (CI) 120.4–158.9 ms; median = 110 ms;
n = 104). As expected, S10Tnp-1120 showed a τ of 97.3
ms (95% CI 88.31–106.3 ms; median = 90ms; n = 128),
significantly shorter than the parental strain (p < 0.0001).
S10TnpC2+479 displayed a τ of 107.5 ms (95% CI
97.39–117.52 ms; median = 100 ms; n = 92), statistically
lower than the parental strain (p < 0.05) but not signifi-
cantly different from S10Tnp-1120. The more fluid cyto-
plasm in the movants could be a consequence of fewer
S10-encoded RP suggesting that S10 relocation far from
ori1 reduces cytoplasm macromolecular crowding.
Growth rate and replication dynamics alterations in
movants are alleviated in hyperosmotic conditions
In line with lower macromolecular crowding, we ob-
served a reduction in cytoplasm viscosity in the movants.
To test the possible impact of such molecular crowding
alterations on the physiology of the movants, we
employed an osmotic stress approach [48–50]. This con-
sists of subjecting strains to a hyperosmotic environ-
ment. In these culture conditions, water exits the cell
reducing the macromolecular crowding differences be-
tween the strains. Therefore, growth differences between
the parental strain and the movants should be reduced
with increasing solute concentration. To test this, we
performed automated growth curves in rich media with
increasing NaCl concentrations, comparing the μ of the
parental strain to S10Tnp-1120 and S10TnpC2+479
movants. As depicted in Fig. 6a, growth rate differences
between the parental strain and the movants were re-
duced as NaCl concentration increased. Since this
phenomenon could be explained by the nature of the
solute of choice (e.g., putative differential sensitivity to
NaCl), we repeated these assays using sucrose as an al-
ternative compound. As shown in Fig. 6b, results were
Fig. 5 S10 relocation impacts cytoplasm fluidity. a Half-time of fluorescence recovery (τ) in the parental-1120 (purple, n = 104) and the most
affected movants S10Tnp-1120 (red, n = 128) and S10TnpC2+479 (blue, n = 92) in a gfpmut3* ΔcrtS genetic context after bleaching part of the
cytoplasm. The line indicates the mean τ value, and each dot indicates the obtained value for a cell. Statistical significance was analyzed using
the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric tests followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons using parental as control respectively. *p < 0.05; ****p < 0.0001. b
Histogram showing the relative frequency of τ to observe the distribution of the values. The vertical dotted line shows the mean value as in a
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very similar, suggesting that this phenomenon depends
on osmotic changes and cannot be attributed to the na-
ture of the solute (see also Additional file 1: Fig. S9).
Notably, the μ of the parental strain was not significantly
reduced in the range of 5 to 20 g/L NaCl
(Additional file 1: Fig. S8). Meanwhile, the growth of
movants varied significantly along this concentration
range, displaying a reduced growth at 5 g/L and 10 g/L
and reaching its maximum at 20 g/L (Additional file 1:
Fig. S8). Consequently, growth differences observed are
not due to impairment of the parental strain in hyperos-
motic conditions. Beyond this concentration growth rate
Fig. 6 S10 relocation effects are reduced in hyperosmotic conditions. a Growth rates of the parental and the indicated movant strains in LB with
increasing NaCl concentrations were quantified by averaging the obtained μ in 6 independent experiments with at least 3 biological replicates.
The growth of each movant was normalized to the μ of the parental strain, and the percentage of the variation (μ %) ± SEM with respect to
parental strains is shown as a function of NaCl concentration of growth medium. b Changes in growth of the movant strains with respect to
parental strain are shown as a function of sucrose concentration. Data was treated as in a, but results correspond to 4 independent experiments
with at least 3 biological replicates. c MFA profiles are plotted as in Fig. 3b. Results for the parental (purple), the S10Tnp-1120 (red), and the
S10TnpC2+479 (blue) strains in LB in the presence of 5 g/L (LB, left panel) or 20 g/L (LB + NaCl, center panel) are shown. The arrow highlights the
S10 position in the abscissa, reflecting S10 dosage alterations. The right panel corresponds to MFA of the parental strain when NaCl
concentration is 5 or 20 g/L (LB or LB + NaCl). d Replication dynamics in the presence of 5 or 20 g/L of NaCl assessed by calculating the slope for
each replichore for 2 independent MFA experiments. Dots indicate mean ± SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA two-
tailed test and Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. Significance is indicated as follows: n.s., non-significant; *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01
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is impaired in all strains, probably due to hyperosmotic
stress (Additional file 1: Fig. S8, 30 g/L). We conclude that
μ differences caused by S10 relocation far from ori1 can
be counterbalanced by artificially increasing cytoplasmic
crowding.
Upon S10 relocation far from ori1, we observed a
lower replication coverage in the movants suggesting
that DNA replication activity diminished, suggesting a
lower replication speed in the movants (Fig. 3c). Since
molecular crowding is crucial for chromosome replica-
tion [43, 45], we used the osmotic stress approach to test
if the observed replication dynamics defects in movants
could be compensated. For this, we performed MFA
analyses of the parental strain and the S10Tnp-1120 and
S10TnpC2+479 movants in the presence of 5 or 20 g/L
of NaCl. In these culture conditions, the parental μ is
unaffected. In contrast, movant strains grew ~ 12%
slower than the parental strain but they were able to res-
cue the growth defect at higher NaCl concentrations
(Fig. 6a and Additional file 1: Fig. S8). Importantly, a
concentration of 20 g/L of this solute increased external
osmolality without impacting general physiology. We
avoided higher NaCl concentrations that could lead to
pleiotropic effects (Additional file 1: Fig. S8). Indeed, the
addition of the solute had no effect on the replication
dynamics of the parental strain (Fig. 6c, right panel, and
6d). As in earlier experiments, MFA analyses revealed
that the movants have a significantly lower slope than
the parental strain. Increasing NaCl concentration to 20
g/L made their slopes converge diminishing replication
dynamics differences (Fig. 6c, d, Additional file 1: Fig.
S10). The integration of these and the previous observa-
tions suggests that lower expression of RP caused by S10
relocation (Fig. 1b) leads to lower macromolecular
crowding (Fig. 5), which negatively impacts replication
(Fig. 3b). This fits the observation that addition of exter-
nal NaCl, causing water loss and thus narrowing differ-
ences in macromolecular crowding, leads to similar
replication dynamics between the parental and the mov-
ant strains (Fig. 6d, Additional file 1: Fig. S10).
Discussion
Comparative genomics suggests that gene order coordi-
nates cell cycle to the expression of key functions neces-
sary for cellular homeostasis [4, 11, 19, 20], but few
papers provided experimental support [13, 14, 51]. A
notable case is that of ribosomal genes which are located
near the oriC in fast-growing bacteria [19, 20]. By sys-
tematically relocating S10, the main cluster of RP genes
(Fig. 1c), we proved that its genomic location determines
its dosage and expression in V. cholerae (Fig. 1b). S10 re-
positioning far from ori1 leads to larger generation
times, lower fitness, and less infectivity [22, 23]. These
effects are dependent on S10 dosage. However, the
mechanism explaining how RP dosage affects cell physi-
ology was still missing.
The most straightforward explanation was that high
RP dosage due to multifork replication increases their
expression maximizing protein biosynthesis capacity [19,
20]. Our initial hypothesis was that movants in which
S10 was far from ori1 would have a lower translation
capacity, easily explaining lower growth and fitness of
these movants. Surprisingly, we found that in the most
affected movants, translation capacity reduction could
not explain the observed physiological changes (Fig. 2).
We do not rule out that translation impairment may
have an effect in the cellular physiology; however, it
must have a secondary role in the phenotypes displayed
in the affected movants. Slight differences in protein
production between the parental strain and the most af-
fected movants could only be detected when measuring
maximum protein synthesis capacity (Additional file 1:
Fig. S1). All strains showed similar sensitivity to
ribosome-targeted antibiotics, suggesting similar ribo-
some numbers (Fig. 2c). The movants displayed a larger
proportion of assembled ribosomal subunits; hence,
more free ribosomal subunits are engaged in translation
in the movant strain, compensating putative deficiencies
in the translation apparatus (Fig. 2e). Interestingly, the
S10TnpC2+479 displayed a small peak of ~ 21s that
might correspond to precursors of 30s subunit typically
associated to cells displaying ribosome assembly defi-
ciencies [52]. Meanwhile, complementation of movants
with secY and rpoA, two S10 genes not related to ribo-
some biogenesis, failed to rescue the growth defect dem-
onstrating the relevance of RP in the observed
phenotype. In sum, although dosage reduction of S10-
encoded RP genes caused the observed phenotypes, it is
unlikely that this is a consequence of translation defects.
Deep sequencing techniques revealed less transcrip-
tional activity in the region flanking ori1 (Fig. 3a) and
lower replication velocity in the most affected movants
(Figs. 3b, c and 6c). Since highly expressed genes that ac-
count for a large majority of transcriptional activity in
the cell (i.e., rrn, RP genes) cluster at this chromosomal
region, slight changes in its dosage may globally impact
cell physiology [4, 11] and may be responsible for the
slight reduction in translational activity observed (Add-
itional file 1: Fig. S1). Meanwhile, differential expression
analysis revealed that the transcriptional response is not
limited to the ori1 region (Fig. S6), and encompasses a
large number of genes that show slightly but consistently
altered transcription in the most affected movants
(Fig. 4). Furthermore, the number of these genes in-
creases with distance between S10 and ori1 (Table 1,
Fig. 4 a, b and S6). The latter observation corresponds to
biologically meaningful transcriptional changes since
furthest relocations caused larger perturbations (Fig. 4a,
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b), and the majority of altered genes were common to
the different movants (Fig. 4c), where they showed simi-
lar transcriptional changes (Fig. 4d). This strongly sug-
gests the presence of a common mechanism that slightly
affects gene expression at a large scale. Amino acid me-
tabolism and transport genes were less transcribed while
there was an upregulation of genes helping protein fold-
ing and cellular transporters (Table S5, Additional file 2:
Data sets S1 and S3). Importantly, and in line with previ-
ous data (Fig. 2), the transcription of translation genes
seems to be unaffected in the movants reinforcing the
notion that lower protein biosynthesis capacity was not
enough to explain the physiological alterations that we
observed.
Molecular crowding has a well-known key role in bio-
chemical reactions. Even if its impact on physiological
processes has been poorly studied [28], two processes—
DNA replication and protein folding—are strongly influ-
enced by macromolecular crowding [29]. Since the dis-
covery of DNA replication, the presence of crowding
agents such as polyethylene glycol was shown to be ab-
solutely necessary to reproduce DNA polymerase activity
in vitro [43, 45]. In parallel, macromolecular crowding
greatly impacts protein aggregation and folding [29], al-
though the in vivo consequences of how the latter oc-
curs are still a matter of debate [44, 53]. It was recently
shown that ribosomes are important contributors of
macromolecular crowding in the cytoplasm both in pro-
karyotic and eukaryotic systems [42, 43]. All this infor-
mation leads us to suggest that upon S10 relocation, the
consequent fewer RP may lead to homeocrowding [26]
perturbations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study exploring the consequences of lower macro-
molecular crowding conditions since most works linking
this physicochemical factor to physiology focus on situa-
tions of increased crowding [43, 54, 55]. Concomitantly,
we observed reduced replication activity (Fig. 3c), as well
as induction of proteases and chaperones to cope with
protein aggregation and misfolding (Table 1 and Add-
itional file 1: Fig. S6). Notably, in the most affected
movants, the genes coding for the three main chaperone
systems—grpE, dnaKJ, and groEL-groES [40]—were
among the most strongly induced. The lower transcrip-
tion of protein and ion transporters could be used for
intracellular environment restoration (Table S4, Add-
itional file 1: Fig. S6) and could be a natural conse-
quence of the change in cytoplasm osmotic pressure.
We next tested experimentally if S10 relocation could
alter homeocrowding. First, using FRAP, we observed
slight but statistically significant alterations in the fluid-
ity of the cytoplasm of the most affected movants com-
pared to the parental strain (Fig. 5 a, b, Additional file 1:
Supplementary Text). This supports the notion that
lower expression of RP associated with movants lowers
cytoplasm macromolecular crowding. In the ΔcrtS con-
text, we did not detect differences in cytoplasmic fluidity
between the S10Tnp-1120 and S10TnpC2+479 movants,
expected from lower S10 copy number in the latter by
Chr2 loss. We believe that the detrimental effects of crtS
deletion [25] can explain this. In the S10TnpC2+479
movant, S10 dosage reduction enhances fitness loss, as
reflected by slower growth and the presence of small
non-viable cells in the microscope not further analyzed
(data not shown). When Chr2 replication is inhibited,
the fusion of both chromosomes—mainly between their
terminal regions—occurs at relatively high frequency
[56]. Therefore, the S10TnpC2+479 ΔcrtS population
might in part consist of cells with fused chromosomes.
In this scenario, S10 dosage would not decrease below 1
copy per cell.
The osmotic stress approach provided strong evidence
supporting the notion that S10 dosage deficit perturbs
cellular homeocrowding. In rich medium, movant strains
grow slower than the parental strain. With increasing
solute concentrations, this growth deficit is reduced
(Fig. 6a, b). In the case of NaCl, the parental strain grew
normally in the range from 5 to 20 g/L (Additional file 1:
Fig. S8). Outside of this range, growth rate was reduced.
Growth was particularly impaired at concentrations
below 5 g/L where culture development was very vari-
able due to hyposmotic stress (Fig. 6a and data not
shown). Interestingly, movants looked more sensitive
than the parental strain to lower solute concentrations.
We think that movants express less ribosomal proteins
which account for a large fraction of the bacterial prote-
ome, which in turn constitutes a large proportion of the
cytoplasmic macromolecules [57]. It is known that about
0.5 g of water is bound per gram of cytoplasmic macro-
molecules [48, 58]. Therefore, movants may lose their
capacity to retain water, suffering from a situation simi-
lar to being exposed to hyposmotic conditions. Mean-
while, the μ of the parental and the movants was similar
when exposed to 20 g/L or beyond. All strains suffered
from physiological alteration beyond this concentration
since at 30 g/L of NaCl they displayed a growth impair-
ment compared to the 20 g/L, suggesting that detrimen-
tal hyperosmotic conditions altered the strains similarly.
Recent work shows that specific ribosomal protein
genes link cell growth to replication in Bacillus subtilis
[59]. We observed similar effects since S10 dosage corre-
lated growth rate and oriC-firing frequency (Fig. 3b, c,
S6 and Table S3). In the cited study, the authors attri-
bute this effect to ribosomal function. Although in our
system, the effects were milder, we do not rule out the
possibility that S10 relocation alters cellular physiology
through a reduction in protein synthesis. But this effect
is unlikely to account for the full magnitude of the ob-
served phenotypes (Fig. 2) especially as it is relieved in
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hyperosmotic conditions. We believe that this could be
due to a number of factors including the following: (i)
the many regulatory mechanisms that control ribosomal
protein expression at the translation level, which could
partially compensate transcription reduction; (ii) the fact
that ribosomal subunits are found in excess with respect
to assembled ribosomes; (iii) the possibility that an even-
tual reduction in functional ribosomes can be compen-
sated by faster translation rates [60–62]; and (iv) finally,
it has been described, particularly in Vibrio sp. CCUG
15956 [63], that ribosomes are available in excess of
numbers needed for exponential growth. Such large
ribosome quantities would have been selected as an eco-
logical survival strategy that allows for fast growth res-
toration after its arrest in rapidly changing
environmental conditions [64]. Hence, lower S10 expres-
sion could be buffered at many levels and protein pro-
duction might be only mildly impacted. Molecular
crowding reduction might however not be as easily com-
pensated. Therefore, movant strains possess a less
crowded cytoplasm where DNA polymerase activity is
reduced and more chaperones are needed. This would
embody a novel mechanism which could explain how
ribosomal protein gene position influences growth rate.
Conclusions
The order of key genes along the chromosomal ori-ter
axis is phylogenetically conserved in bacteria [11]. How-
ever, its influence in cell physiology and its role in gen-
ome evolution remain unclear. The chromosomal
position of RP genes is baised towards oriC, particularly
in fast-growing bacteria [20]. A very reasonable explan-
ation for this observation is that such positional ten-
dency allows recruiting multifork replication to enhance
RP expression and ribosome biogenesis during exponen-
tial growth. Indeed, bacterial growth closely correlates to
ribosomal protein content. This has been attributed to
the role ribosomes have in protein synthesis [65, 66].
We propose that on top of that, ribosome concentration
may change the macromolecular crowding conditions to
optimize biochemical reactions, in particular in protein
folding and DNA replication [28, 29]. We provide evi-
dence indicating that this is the case for replication dy-
namics in V. cholerae. Our experiments suggest that the
genomic position of S10 contributes to generate the RP
levels necessary to attain optimal cytoplasmic macromol-
ecular crowding. Besides connecting ribosomal gene
position to growth in V. cholerae, this mechanism could
link ribosome biogenesis to cell cycle in bacteria. During
exponential phase, when RP production is maximal and
ribosomes represent 30% of cell weight, crowding peaks.
This leads to the highest oriC-firing frequency. Upon
nutrient exhaustion, ribosome production is reduced
and the cytoplasm macromolecular crowding diminishes,
slowing down replisome dynamics.
Materials and methods
General procedures
Genomic DNA was extracted using the GeneJET Gen-
omic DNA Purification Kit while plasmid DNA was ex-
tracted using the GeneJET Plasmid Miniprep Kit
(Thermo Scientific). PCR assays were performed using
Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (Thermo Scien-
tific). Strains and plasmids used in this study are listed
in Table S1.
Culture conditions
For fast-growing conditions, bacterial cultures were done in
Lysogeny Broth Lennox formulation (LB) at 37 °C with
maximum agitation. For harvesting cells in fast-growing
conditions, ~ 30 μL of an ON culture was used to inoculate
pre-warmed 250mL Erlenmeyer flasks with 70mL of LB
and agitation was set to 250 rpm. For selection, the follow-
ing antibiotic concentrations were used: chloramphenicol
(3 μg/mL), kanamycin (25 μg/mL), spectinomycin (100 μg/
mL), carbenicillin (50 μg/mL), and zeocin (25 μg/mL). NaCl
and sucrose were added at the indicated concentrations.
Strains and plasmids used are listed in Table S1. For strains
expressing secY and rpoA from pBAD43, cells were cul-
tured in LB (for leak expression), in LB supplemented with
1% glucose (expression repression), or in LB with 0.2% ara-
binose (maximum induction).
Automated growth curve measurements
Automated growth curves were performed in 96-well
plates avoiding the use of external rows and columns.
ON cultures were diluted 1/1000 in LB. Bacterial prepa-
rations were distributed at least by triplicate in p96 mi-
croplates. Growth curve experiments were performed
using a TECAN Infinite Sunrise microplate reader
(Thermo), following the OD600nm every 5 min at 37 °C
on maximum agitation. Growth rate was obtained using
a custom Python script coupled to the Growthrates pro-
gram [67].
Protein production capacity
For estimating GFP production, we performed V. cho-
lerae gfpmut3* automated growth curves in a TECAN
Infinite 200 microplate reader (Thermo), following
OD600nm and GFP fluorescence over time. Data was ana-
lyzed using GraphPad Prism 6. For flow cytometry,
strains were grown in fast-growing conditions until early
exponential phase (OD450 ~ 0.2). Then, 50 μL was diluted
in 800 μL of PBS. The fluorescence of 20.000 events was
recorded in a MACSQuant 10 analyzer (Miltenyi Biotec).
Cells were detected using Side Scatter Chanel (SSC) in
Log10 scale. Data analysis was done using the Flowing
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Software 2.5.1 (www.flowingsoftware.com). For luciferase
activity measurement, Vibrio cholerae::RL strains were
cultured until OD450nm ~ 0.2. For each experiment, three
samples of 20 μL were harvested and directly measured
using the Renilla Luciferase Assay System (Promega).
MIC determination
The MICs of Gm, Cm, and Er were determined using E-
test® and the disk diffusion method following the manu-
facturer’s instructions (Biomérieux).
Ribosome profiling
Ribosomal 70s, 50s, and 30s species from the indicated
V. cholerae strains were isolated as previously described
[68, 69]. Early exponential phase cultures (OD450nm ~
0.2) were harvested by centrifugation. Subsequent steps
were performed at 4 °C. The pellet was resuspended in
ice-cold buffer A (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 50 mM NH4Cl,
10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM
PMSF) in the presence of Ribolock (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific). DNase I was added up to 2 μg/mL and kept for
20 min at 4 °C. Cells were lysed by two passes at 11,000–
15,000 psi using Emulsiflex. Cell debris were removed by
two centrifugation steps at 30,000g for 30 min. Then,
0.8 mL of cold 60% sucrose buffer A was added to
RNAse-free 5 mL ultraclean tubes for ultracentrifugation
in a SW55Ti (Beckman). The ribosome-containing
supernatant was used to fill these tubes, and an ultracen-
trifugation step was performed for 16 h at 150,000g. Ri-
bosomes were recovered from the bottom 0.8 mL of 60%
sucrose buffer A and dialyzed using a Float-a-lyzer G2 in
buffer A. Sedimentation velocity was determined in a
Beckman XL-I Analytical Ultracentrifuge. Double sector
quartz cells were loaded with 400 μL of buffer A as refer-
ence and 380 μL of sample (3 μm), and data were col-
lected at 120,000 rpm from 5.8 to 7.3 cm using a step
size of 0.003 cm without averaging. Sedimentation vel-
ocity data were analyzed using the continuous size-
distribution model employing the program SEDFIT.
RNA preparation and sequencing for transcriptomic
studies
RNA was prepared as described in [70]. We performed
four independent biological replicates for each sample.
Briefly, 20 mL of an early exponential phase culture was
recovered by centrifugation at 4500 rpm for 10 min at
4 °C. Then, RNA was extracted using TRIzol (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Residual DNA was removed with
TURBO DNAse (Ambion). RNA quality (total, depleted,
and purified) was checked on the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agi-
lent). Samples were checked for RNA integrity number >
8. The rRNA was depleted using the MicrobExpress kit
(Ambion), and libraries were built using the TruSeq
Stranded RNA LT Sample Prep Kit (Illumina) and
checked for concentration and quality on Bioanalyzer
and QuBit (Invitrogen). Sequencing of multiplexed li-
braries was performed on a HiSeq 2500 (Illumina).
Then, in-house quality control process was applied to
reads that passed the Illumina quality filters (raw reads).
The sequences of the Illumina adapters and primers
used during the library construction were removed from
the whole reads. Low-quality nucleotides were removed
from both ends. Trimmed reads were aligned to the V.
cholerae reference genome using Bowtie [71] with de-
fault parameters. Aligned reads were counted using
HTSeq Count [72]. Further quality control and differen-
tial expression analysis was performed using methods
described above [73–75]. Graphics were done using the
GraphPad software, specific online service for Venn
diagram (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/
Venn/) and Circos Plot [76]. The sequence data was sub-
mitted to the GenBank Sequence Read Archive (SRA)
(see above). Accession numbers for these samples are
SRR8316520, SRR8316521, SRR8316528, SRR8316529,
SRR8316526, SRR8316527, SRR8316524, SRR8316525,
SRR8316522, SRR8316523, SRR8316530, SRR8316531,
SRR8316518, SRR8316519, SRR8316516, SRR8316517,
SRR8316514, SRR8316515, SRR8316512, and
SRR8316513.
RNA-seq statistical analysis
Count data were analyzed using R version 3.1.2 [77] and
the Bioconductor package DESeq2 version 1.6.1 [73].
Data were normalized with DESeq2 and the “shorth”
parameter. The dispersion estimation and statistical test
for differential expression were performed with default
parameters (including outlier detection and independent
filtering). The generalized linear model was set with
strain (parental, S10Tnp-1120, S10Tnp-35, S10Tnp-510,
and S10TnpC2+479 levels) as main effect. Since samples
were prepared 4 times independently, the date of sample
preparation was also included into the model as a block-
ing factor to catch more variability and increase the stat-
istical power. Raw p values were adjusted for multiple
testing according to the Benjamini and Hochsberg (BH)
procedure [74], and genes with an adjusted p value lower
than 0.05 were considered differentially expressed.
Whole chromosome transcriptional activity comparisons
Reads were mapped as previously described [78] to a
custom assembled linear version of the V. cholerae that
starts (base 0) at the ter and finishes at the ter, with the
ori1 at the center of the sequence. Total reads mapped
to this sequence were counted and normalized as previ-
ously described [78]. Fold changes were calculated using
normalized values, and p values were calculated as previ-
ously described [78].
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Marker frequency analysis, slope, and ori1/ter1 ratio
calculation
Genomic DNA extracted from early exponential phase
(OD450 nm ~ 0.15) was used for library preparation using
a PCR-free protocol. Libraries were sequenced on an
Illumina MiSeq sequencer using 100- to 150-base-length
paired-end reads for 100× genome coverage. The result-
ing trimmed FastQ files were analyzed using R2R script
to obtain the frequency of each locus along the genome,
removing repeated sequences [23, 25, 36]. Then, the
Log2 frequencies every 1000-bp window were then plot-
ted as a function of their relative position on chromo-
some 1 in ter1-ori1-ter1 order. Slopes were obtained
from linear regression of plots of Log2 frequencies along
replichore length from ter1 to ori1 (R2 > 0.95). The
slopes represent the Log2 frequency change per kilobase
pair. The frequency of ori1 and ter1 was quantified by
averaging 50 frequency data points corresponding to
ori1 and ter1 zones. The S10 frequency was calculated
by averaging panels corresponding to VC2569 and
VC2599, respectively. These values were used to calcu-
late S10 dosage by calculating the S10/ter1 ratio. The se-
quence data was submitted to GenBank SRA under the















Functional characterization of the transcriptomic
response
V. cholerae N16961 genes were aligned against the egg-
NOG database v.4.0 [39]. Only hits with at least 50%
similarity and e value < 0.05 were used. Each protein was
assigned to the best functional category, according to
the percentage of similarity and the length of the align-
ment. We then calculated the fraction of categories
enriched in the fraction of differentially expressed genes,
compared to abundances of the different eggNOG cat-
egories in the V. cholerae genome. The over- or under-
representation of protein families was assessed statisti-
cally using the Pearson chi-square test with the
Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple test. For
further validation, this test was performed 10,000 times
in random subsamples of 30% of the differentially
expressed genes.
FRAP
For measurement of GFP synthesis, stationary phase cul-
tures of V. cholerae strains were diluted 1/300 in fresh
LB. Then, 6 μL was distributed on an LB agar pad within
a Gene Frame (Thermo Fisher) and covered with a cover
slip. When indicated, the agar pad was supplemented
with Cm at MIC. Cells were then visualized and
recorded in a Spinning-Disk UltraView VOX (Perkin-
Elmer) equipped with two Hamamatsu EM-CCD
(ImageEM X2) cameras. Photobleaching was done using
5–20% of laser power.
For long-term experiments (GFP re-synthesis), detec-
tion images were taken every 2 s after photobleaching
the total area of the cell for at least 5 min using 200–
500 ms of acquisition time. Image analysis was done
using ImageJ following photobleached and non-bleached
cells in time. The average signal of not-photobleached
cells was subtracted to the signal of bleached cells to
take into account the decay produced by cell imaging.
For measurement of GFP diffusion within bacteria, we
used the exposure times 20 ms at maximum acquisition
frame rate after photobleaching a part of the cell area.
Then, these movies were analyzed using a specific Jython
script developed during the Image Processing School Pil-
sen 2009 and updated to modern Fiji as described (Ima-
geJ: Analyze FRAP movies with a Jython script, https://
imagej.net/Analyze_FRAP_movies_with_a_Jython_script.
Accessed 14 August 2019). For every cell analyzed cell
length, the photobleached area and the total cell area
were determined. Also, a control area was measured.
Then, the Jython script was executed. For data analysis,
we only kept cells shorter than 6 μm. We only registered
half-time values when the function fitted with R2 > 0.8
(see Additional file 1, Supp. Text, Additional Analysis of
FRAP images for further details).
Supplementary information
Supplementary information accompanies this paper at https://doi.org/10.
1186/s12915-020-00777-5.
Additional file 1: Figure S1. The most affected movants, display lower
GFP production than the Parental strain at the single cell level. FRAP
experiments were performed in LB at 37 °C taking a photo every 2
seconds for at least 5 minutes using the Parental-1120 strain (Parental,
violet), the S10Tnp-1120 (red) and S10TnpC2+479 (blue) movants. The
parental was also tested in presence of chloramphenicol at MIC (+ Cm).
a) A representative plot showing the recovery of fluorescence over time
in individual cells. b) The percentage of FRAP at the endpoint of the ex-
periment is shown for all cells tested. Mean with 95% CI is shown. Statis-
tical significance was analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test (p<0.0001). Then
Dunn multiple comparison test was made for mean rank obtained for
each strain. Letters denote groups being statistically different. Figure S2.
rpoA and secY overexpression does not rescue growth rate impairment
due to S10 relocation. Effect of empty vector, rpoA or secY expression
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was quantified by averaging the slope (μ) obtained using 4 biological
replicates for each strain in different induction conditions. Results are
expressed as the mean μ ± 95% CI. Statistical significance was analyzed
using a two-way ANOVA two tailed test and Tukey test for multiple com-
parisons (p<0.0001). Independently of culture conditions differences are
not statistically significant between strains harboring the empty vector,
pASB25 or pASB26. Expression was repressed by supplementing culture
media with 1% glucose. Induction was achieved adding L-arabinose up
to 0.2%. Figure S3. RNA Coverage of Chromosome 1 (Chr1) on the full
movant strain set. RNA prepared in exponential phase was Deep-
Sequenced as described in Materials and Methods. Reads were mapped
along the Chr1 of V. cholerae and normalized against the full sequence
volume. The graphs show the coverage as Normalized Expression Values
(dotted lines indicate 75, 50 and 25e103 NEV) along both replichores of
the replicon in ter1-ori1-ter1 order. Each graph represents one strain: Par-
ental (purple); S10Tnp-35 (cyan); S10Tnp-510 (green); S10Tnp-1120 (red);
S10TnpC2+479 (blue). The 400 Kbp flanking ori1 are highlighted in or-
ange. A red arrow indicates the peak corresponding to the S10 locus. The
coverage of the ori1 region and the size of the S10 peak lowers with in-
creasing S10-ori1 distance (see Table S3). This was not the case for Chr2
where the transcriptional activity of the ori2 region was similar in all
strains. Curiously a small increase of the transcriptional activity of the
superintegron [81] was observed in S10Tnp-1120 movant (Fig. S4). Figure
S4. RNA Coverage of chromosome 2 (Chr2) on selected strains. RNA pre-
pared in fast-growing conditions was subjected to deep sequencing.
Reads were mapped along the Chr2 of V. cholerae. The graphs show Nor-
malized Expression Values along both replichores of the replicon in ter2-
ori2-ter2 order of the parental and the most affected strains. Each graph
represents the coverage along Chr2 length of Parental (purple), S10Tnp-
1120 (red) and S10TnpC2+479 (blue). The superintegron [81] is
highlighted in red (SI). Interestingly, SI region is overexpressed in the
S10Tnp-1120 movant. Scale from the first base is shown above the
graphs. Figure S5. Replication dynamics closely correlates S10 location,
dosage, ori1 firing and growth rate. a) The slopes obtained from the MFA
analyses (white circles, right axis) and the growth rate (black squares, left
axis) of each strain were plotted as a function of the S10 genomic loca-
tion. b) S10 dosage (black triangles, left axis) and ori1/ter1 (white trian-
gles, right axis) ratio from MFA analyses for each strain were graphed as a
function of the S10 positioning. c) S10 dosage (red), ori1/ter1 ratio (green)
and growth rate (blue) are plotted as a function the slope obtained for
each strain in MFA analyses. Linear regression for each variable is shown
in dotted lines. The data used for each graphic can be found in Table S3.
The obtained correlations and their statistical significance are described
in the main text of the article. Figure S6. S10 relocation produces homo-
geneously distributed global changes in V. cholerae gene expression. Cir-
cos plot of genome-wide expression data from strains S10Tnp-35
(Turquoise), S10Tnp-510 (green), S10Tnp-1120 (red) and S10TnpC2+479
(blue). Upper case represents Chr1 while lower case is Chr2 in ter-ori-ter
disposition. The origin of replication of each chromosome is represented
as oriC1 and oriC2 respectively. From inside to outside: Sense and anti-
sense V. cholerae genes are depicted as dark orange and orange boxes,
respectively. Blue bars represent RNA-seq read counts per gene (scale 1-
200,000). Fold-change expression relative to the parental strain is indi-
cated as a green or red solid line indicating fold-expression differences
higher than 1.2 or lower than 0.8, respetcively. Dark red dots indicate –
log (p-value) of the differential expression analysis. Notably, the abun-
dance of significantly altered genes (red dots) from left to right. Figure
S7. Manhattan Pot showing statistically altered functions across the mov-
ant strain set. The abscissa corresponds to specific COG within the
S10Tnp-510 (green), S10Tnp-1120 (red) and S10TnpC2+479(blue). S10Tnp-
35 is not included since very few genes are differentially expressed dis-
playing no altered functions. The purple line indicates statistical signifi-
cance fixing α in 0.05. Figure S8. The growth rate of the parental strain,
S10Tnp-1120 and S10TnpC2+479 was measured using automated growth
curves at different NaCl concentrations in rich medium. The mean μ value
with SEM of 5 independent experiments is shown. Statistical significance
was analyzed by one-way ANOVA two-tailed test. Then Holm-Sidak test
was done to compare the means values obtained for each strain. Letters
denote groups being statistically different within strains. Differences be-
tween strains within each NaCl concentration are denoted as follows: *,
p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001 and n.s. stands for non-significant. Figure
S9. The growth rate of the parental strain, S10Tnp-1120 and
S10TnpC2+479 was measured using automated growth curves at differ-
ent concentrations of sucrose in LB. The mean μ value with SD of 4 inde-
pendent experiments by triplicate is shown. All experiments showed the
same trend. Statistical significance was analyzed by two-way ANOVA two-
tailed test. Then Holm-Sidak test was done to compare the means values
obtained for each strain. Letters denote groups being statistically different
within strains. Differences between strains within each sucrose concentra-
tion are denoted as follows: *, p<0.05; ****, p<0.0001 and n.s. stands for
non-significant. Figure S10. MFA profiles plotted as in Fig. 3b and Fig.
6c. Results for the parental strain (purple), S10Tnp-1120 (red) and the
S10TnpC2+479 (blue) movants in LB in presence of 5 gr/L (light) or 20
gr/L (dark) are shown. The statistical analysis of these experiments is
shown in Figure 6d. Table S1. Full list of plasmids, bacteria strains used
in this study. Table S2. Exponential fit of fluorescence (GFP production)
as a function of OD600nm. Data was adjusted to the equation Y=
Y0*exp(k*X). Table S3. Quantification of genome wide transcriptional ac-
tivity. We calculated the read coverage of the 400 Kbp flanking ori1 [78].
Table S4: Slope, S10 dosage and ori1/ter1 ratio obtained from MFA ana-
lysis and growth rate of the analyzed strain set. Table S5. Transcription-
ally altered genes are shared between movants and regulated in the
same manner. The proportion of altered genes that is also found to be
regulated in either of the other two movants is shown in the first column
(grey). The percentage is shown in parentheses. The two entry table
shows that these altered genes were transcriptionally altered in the same
way between the movants. We calculated the Pearson Correlation Test
for their Log2(FC). The value of the test is shown in green while the cor-
responding p-value is displayed in orange. Table S6. Altered functions
upon S10 relocation. Genes within V. cholerae genome were classified in
functional categories using eggNOG database. The table shows the num-
ber of genes whose expression is altered in selected functional categories
for each movant train and the total genes in the chromosome belonging
to each category. The number in parenthesis represents the % with re-
spect the total number of genes. The functions with no genes or with no
alterations are not displayed and can be found in Additional file 2, Data
Set S3. The total number in the last row also includes functions not
displayed.
Additional file 2. Data sets of differentially expressed genes and
classification into functional categories.
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